How we make you
feel at ease during a
hearing test at

Hearology is an ear
care company

We understand that the prospect of confirming
hearing loss is not a very palatable one, and the
prospect of having to buy and wear hearing aids
possibly even less so. This is why it’s important
that Hearology, unlike most of our competitors,
employs Clinical Audiologists, NOT hearing
aid dispensers. And, unlike nearly all of our
competitors, our Audiologists are not paid
commission on hearing aid sales.
We take this stance at Hearology to ensure full
objectivity in our evaluation of your (perceived)
hearing loss. Because, whilst the solution is not
always hearing aids, it is always some form of ear
care. And Hearology is an ear care company.
Ears are all we do.

The solution
is not always hearing aids
Something has obviously made you think about booking an appointment
with us, and whatever this is, we will get to the bottom of it, and we will do
so with care and objectivity. For this reason, many of our hearing test
clients go on to see our microsuction ear cleaning team, our ENT
Doctor, or our Balance Specialist – because they have only very mild, or
no hearing loss at all. What they often do have is ear wax, an ear canal
infection, or a balance system or middle ear issue. And the courage to
come and get it checked out.

Independent Expertise
High Street Prices
Hearology Care

Friends and
family are welcome
Your friends and family are welcome because we know that it does
sometimes take a little bit of courage to book yourself in for a hearing test.
If you think that it will help, we strongly encourage you to bring along a friend
or family member to join you for your hearing test at Hearology, and very
much welcome it when you do.
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We will make you feel
comfortable at all times
We have several very well-appointed clinics equipped with the latest
hearing test technology in and around London. Our reception team and
Audiologists are all extremely friendly, and will make you feel at ease.
Our Audiologists, who have dealt with all forms of hearing loss over the
years, will talk you through the hearing test every step of the way.
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Hearing aids at
High Street prices
If you do have hearing loss, and wish to consider going down the hearing aid
route, we will make it as easy and comfortable as possible for you and your
wallet to trial and own hearing aids, and to experience the life-transforming
qualities of these tiny, miraculous pieces of technology.
Our prices will always match and often beat those on the High Street, and we
also offer zero-interest financing support; free, month-long trials; free, 5-year
warranties (worth £400) on most of our hearing aid models; invisible hearing
aids; and even hearing aid rental.
Hearology also has a team of Clinical Audiologists who, between them over the
years, have fitted the vast majority of the many hearing aid models available.
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Hearology Aftercare
Not many will tell you that hearing aids need to be
serviced at least twice a year, or that you need to
maintain them on a weekly basis. Nor will many tell
you that most hearing aids end up getting left in a
drawer due to lack of maintenance.
This is why Hearology places such great
emphasis on hearing aid aftercare:

Direct contact with your
Hearology Audiologist

You can come back to
see us as often as you
want, and for free

Free, 5-year warranty on
most of our models – so
they can be repaired free
of charge (in the rare
event of malfunction)

Your planned, free,
6-monthly check ups
include additional hearing
tests and any consequent
re-calibration of your
hearing aids

We provide courtesy
hearing aids during any
repair period

At Hearology,
Ears Are All We Do

0203 747 4615
hello@hearology.uk
Visit our online shop at www.hearology.uk
Hearology London Bridge,
Tulip House, 70 Borough High Street, SE1 1XF

